
Dualtech  Center  was  established  in  1982  to
provide  skills education and  values formation
to  the  youth  thereby  addressing  the  problem of
poverty.

Dualtech thus pioneered the Dual Training System
in  the  Philippines  adapting  the  German  way  of
technical education to the local setting.  The Dual-
Training  System  (RA7686)  fosters  partnership
between schools and industry.  It facilitates better
employment through a structured “learning while
doing” approach and gives appropriate  formation
through cycles of theory and practice.

As of  end of  2014,  Dualtech has graduated over
10,000  students  inclusive  of  almost  400  aircraft
mechanics  that  from 2001 to  2007 were  trained
together with LufthansaTechnik Philippines. Among
these  graduates  are  those  who  have  become
entrepreneurs,  general  managers,  supervisors,
foremen, technicians, mechanics, whom the school
trained  to  be  responsible  Christian  professionals
(two have become priests).

Tools for Life

Donation Form

1. I want to donate the amount of   
    Php____________________ to provide students   
    tools for life.

Sponsor’s Name 

Email Address Contact Number

Mailing Address

You may send this form via fax number  (049) 549-
1702 or (02) 888-6420 or at our mailing address at
Productivity  Drive  Carmelray  Industrial  Park  I,
Canlubang, Calamba City, 4028 Laguna.

Please  deposit  to  the  account  of  DUALTECH
TRAINING CENTER FOUNDATION, INC. through one
of the following banks :

BDO - 000-890-128-693
BPI - 8461-0023-32
PNB - 0141-00165-5

 
(Kindly  e-mail  us  a  scanned  copy  of  this  form with
deposit slip at  sponsors@dualtech.org.ph. If you wish
to be issued a donation certificate kindly affix your TIN
below:

______________________________________________________

mailto:sponsors@dualtech.org.ph


Tools for Life

Dualtech equip its students with the facility to work
and  serve  so  that  they  become  productive  for
themselves,  their  family,  their  industry  and  their
community.

Through  the  learning  sessions  and  shop  exercises
and  work  projects  where  they  are  drilled  with  the
proper use of tools and equipment they also acquire
a  proper  sense  of  respect  and  care  for  material
things.

As they begin to apply their skills at home they also
earn trust and begin to serve their neighbors.  This
was how some graduates begun their entrepreneurial
paths – by doing repairs at home and eventually their
village.   In  order  to  provide  therefore  similar
opportunities to current  students,  it  maybe a good
chance  for  them to  receive  their  own  “tools  sets”
rather than borrow from the school.

We ask sponsors to invest in these young people by
donating to them their “tools-for-life”...


